Such was the ambition of the Protestant Evangelists: turn the Concordat rule, not into a cocoon but into a springboard to put the Reformation once more on the way in France. 1802-1833: the first initiatives. Henri Pyt (1796-1835) © Société Évangélique de Genève. Throughout a first period, from 1802 to 1833, initiatives of evangelization were taken as part of the Revival movement, particularly under the impulse of Geneva (role played by Robert Haldane). While Methodists ventured into Protestant territory and Baptists into Catholic territory, the first evangelization organisations attracted notice by their initiatives. The foreign organizations were the first to develop an active evangelization. The British and Foreign Bible Society, the Continental Society sent pastors and evangelists. The Protestant Evangelical Awakening; doi:10.1017/cbo9780511661075.001. Publisher Website. Google Scholar. in The Protestant Evangelical Awakening. The Protestant Evangelical Awakening pp 1-53; doi:10.1017/cbo9780511661075.002. Publisher Website. Google Scholar. The Protestant Evangelical Awakening book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. This book marks a major development in our unde... This volume in particular focuses on Protestant evangelical awakenings, obviously: in Silesia, in Austria, among Zinzendorf and the Moravians, in the north-west and south-west of the Habsburg empire, in Switzerland and the Lower Rhine, in An immensely impressive book, the first in Ward's trilogy (followed by Christianity under the Ancien Regime, 1648-1789 and Early Evangelicalism: A Global Intellectual History